
FREEDOM TO 
STAY ACTIVE

“Now Drainage Bag Users 
Can Stay More Active 
Than Ever With The 

Doctor Recommended 
Freedom Belt            

Suspension System!”www.FREEDOMBELT.com

TESTIMONIALS:
“The Freedom Belt Is Not 

Recommended… 
Is A Must!”

I have seen this life changing product first hand! 
Wow! Patient’s will be able to 
resume daily activities like 
before...Will elicit the cliché: how 
did I live without this!! …The 
Freedom Belt is not 
recommended…it's a must!

Josué Vázquez, MD
Hospitales HIMA San Pablo

“Patients Are Finally Able To Wear A
Truly Comfortable, Secure Medical 

Device.”

The added bonus, and most important benefit, is 
that patients are finally able to wear a truly 
comfortable and secure medical 
device. The Freedom Belt saves 
patients from multiple procedures, 
complications, and huge 
healthcare costs. This product is 
truly designed for patient care.

Catherine Saltalamaccchia, N.P.
Harvard’s Massachusetts General Hospital

“This Will Improve The Care of 
Drainage Procedure Patients.”

The Freedom Belt provides a simple but organized 
method for drainage bag management. It is 
essentially a utility belt for management of all 
drainage procedures. Allows a 
patient to care for their drainage 
bags while having the freedom of 
movement. This will improve the 
care of drainage procedure 
patients.

Lawrence M. Casha, MD
Anna Jacques Hospital

EASY TO USE,   
GO ALL DAY

Join The 
ʻFreedom Belt Clubʼ Today!



VISIT WWW.FREEDOMBELT.COM

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS: 
BLACK, WHITE, BLUE & PINK!

Replace your highly inconvenient, 
difficult to use drainage bag rubber 
bands or Velcro bands and never 
have to pin your drainage bags to 
your clothes ever again with the life 
changing Freedom Belt.  The patent-
pending Freedom Belt can easily be 
customized for your exact body’s 
dimensions and fits up to an 80” 
waist.  Once adjusted to your body’s 
dimensions it never has to be resized 
again. 
Built with top quality sourced 
materials, its comfortable plush 
elastic allows for all day wear and 
helps prevent uncomfortable skin 
chaffing.  
Designed to be worn discreetly under 
clothing, it’s made to accommodate 
up to a total of 8 drainage bags. 

5 KEY FREEDOM BELT 
BENEFITS:

1. Go anywhere you need to 
with dignity and in complete 
comfort.

2. Quick & easy to use.
3. Go further and for longer 

periods of time without 
hassles.

4. 100% effective for use 
whether seated OR standing.

5. Incredibly versatile for nearly 
all types of medical drainage 
needs.

$69.95 MSRP


